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Introduction
Purpose
This document outlines the features in the new Officer Matrix module on Q88.com. We have split the document into
logical sections in order to explain the various features of the Officer Matrix module in a clear and concise manner. At the
end of the document, there is a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) section which answers the most commonly asked
questions about the Officer Matrix module.
If you have any questions regarding this document please email support@Q88.com.
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1. Managing Your Vessels’ Officer Matrix
Managing the Officer Matrix information for your fleet can be a daunting task. If you, for example, have a fleet of 10 vessels
then you could have up to 250 Officers to keep track of. That’s almost 4,000 pieces of data which has to be continuously
updated.
This section of the User’s Guide outline’s the different options you have for keeping the Officer Matrix information up-to-date.

1.1 Options for Updating the Officer Matrix
There are three different options for keeping the Officer Matrix information up-to-date for your fleet on Q88.com.
Option #1: Online
You can use the Q88.com web site to keep the Officer Matrix data up-to-date. All updates on done using the web site
directly. See Section “3. Officer Matrix Detail Page” for more information.
Option #2: Offline
You can use the offline Officer Matrix form which gives you the option of having the vessel keep the information
updated onboard. See Section “2.5 Email Offline Form” for more information.
Option #3: Integration
If you are using a crew management application to keep track of the Officer Matrix information then it is possible to
integrate the application with the Officer Matrix module on Q88.com. See Section “8. Integration with Crewing
Applications” for more information.

1.2 Accessing the Officer Matrix
The Officer Matrix module is accessed from the home page on the web site.

The Officer Matrix module can also be accessed from the ‘Vessels’ menu located in the navigation bar.
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1.3 Setup Access for the Crewing Departmen
Department/Manning Agency
There are two options for setting up access to the Officer Matrix module for your crewing department or manning
m
agency.
Option #1: User Access
If your crewing department or manning
anning agency is responsible for the Officers for your entire fleet then you can setup
access to the Officer Matrix module by adding a new user to your account on Q88.com.
Steps to Add a New user:
1. Go to the ‘Account / Manage Users
Users’ menu
2. Click the ‘ Add New User’ link in the upper-right corner of the page
3. Enter the persons contact information on the page displayed
4. Click the ‘ Permissions’ link in the header section of the page
5. Uncheck the ‘All modules’ checkbox and specify the modules you wish the user to have access
acc
to (see
screenshot below).

6.

To setup the notifications for the new user click the ‘Notifications’ link in the header section of the page. See
Section “7.. Notifications” for more information
information.

Note: Adding a user to your account on Q88.com can only be completed by the ‘Account Administrator’. If you are
unsure who that is, then please contact support@Q88.com and we will forward their contact details to you.
Option #2: Granting Access
If you do not have a crewing department or manning agency that is responsible for the Officers for your entire fleet
then you need to grant them access to the vessels in your fleet that they are responsible for.
for In order to grant them
access, the crewing department or manning agency will need to have their own account on Q88.com. Please contact
support@Q88.com for more information on setting up a new account for them.
Steps to Grant Access:
Vessels’ menu
1. Go to the ‘Account / Manage Vessels
2. Click the
icon for the vessel you wish to grant access to.
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3.

Click the ‘

Grant Access’ link in the ‘Companies with access’ section.

4.
5.

To grant a company access to a vessel select their name from the ‘Grant access to’ dropdown list shown below.
Uncheck the ‘All modules’ checkbox and specify the modules you wish the company to have access to (see
screenshot below).

Note: Granting access to another company can only be completed by the ‘Account Administrator’. If you are unsure
who that is, then please contact support@Q88.com and we will forward their contact details to you.

1.4 Importing the Officer Matrix from the OCIMF Web Site
If you have already completed the Officer Matrix on the OCIMF web site then it is possible to import that data into
Q88.com. Below are the steps you must follow to complete the import process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Login to the OCIMF web site: www.ocimf
www.ocimf-sire.com.
Click the ‘Vessel’s’ tab at the top of the page
page.
Click the
icon for the vessel you wish to export the Officer Matrix xml file.
Click the icon to export the Officer Matrix in xml format.
Save the file to your computer.
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6.
7.

Send an email to download@Q88.com and attach the saved xml file.
You will be notified via return email when the Officer Matrix xml file has been imported.

1.5 Submitting Officer Matrix to OCIMF
The Officer Matrix can be exported to the OCIMF web site to meet requirement by various OCIMF members who are
using their system to access the Officer Matrix.
Q88.com Requirements:
In order to retrieve your Officer Matrix data from your Q88.com you will need to subsc
subscribe
ribe to the “XML Web Services”
package. For more details on the fees associated with this package please see our Fee Schedule.
Schedule If you have not
subscribed to the “XML Web Services” package then you will be prompted with below alert when you try to login.

It is also possible that you will receive below popup, which occurs when your company is subscribing to the “XML Web
Services” package but the IP address of your computer has not been authorized. Click the ‘OK’ button to have your
computers IP address added to the authorized list.

OCIMF Requirements:
In order to submit Officer Matrix to OCIMF you will need to request that they enable the “Web Services” feature under
your account. OCIMF also has legal requirements that the submission must be made from your company’s internal
computer network (LAN). If you have not contact OCIMF to request they activate the “Web Service” feature then you will
be prompted with below alert when you ttry to login to the Q88-OCIMF program.
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To contact OCIMF to enable the “Web Service”, contact them below:
Tel:
Email:

+44 (0) 207 654 1229
siresupport@ocimf.com

Steps to Download the Q88-OCIMF
OCIMF Integration Pr
Program:
Click the ‘Submit to OCIMF’ menu under the ‘Actions’ button on the Fleet Overview page or
click the ‘Submit to OCIMF’ button in the footer of the Officer Matrix Detail page to download the
application needed to submit the Officer Matrix data for your vessels to OCIMF.

On this page you will need to click the ‘Install Now’ link in the image on the left side of the page:

The application requires that you have Adobe Air installed on your computer. You may need to contact your IT
department to have them install the program if you do not have the necessary permissions.
Once the installation has been completed the program will automatically run and you will be prompted to confirm the
terms of service. Click the ‘Accept’ button at the bottom o
of the page to proceed to the next step.
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You will then be prompted to enter your Q88 and OCIMF login credentials:

Once you have entered the Q88 and OCIMF login details your fleet of vessels will be displayed.

Any vessel which needs to be updated on the OCIMF system will automatically be selected.
If a vessel is missing some required Officer Matrix data then the
may not be submitted until the missing data is entered.

icon will be displayed and the vessels’ Officer Matrix

If the Officer Matrix for the vessel has not already been entered on the OCIMF web site or the vessel is not registered
under your OCIMF login then the
icon will be displayed and the vessels’ Officer Matrix may not be submitted until the
Officer Matrix has been updated on OCI
OCIMF first or the vessel is added to your OCIMF account.
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Before your click the ‘Submit’ button to submit the updated Officer Matrix data to OCIMF, you can click on the vessel
name to see the details for the selected vessel.

Once you have selected the vessel(s) you wish to submit to OCIMF click the ‘‘Submit button in the lower-right corner of the
page so submit the updates for the selected vessel(s) to OCIMF. The confirmation screen (shown below) will list all the
vessels that were successfully submitte
submitted to OCIMF.

Click the ‘Home’ button to return to the login screen, you can login again to see that the updates were successfully
submitted.
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2. Officer Matrix Fleet Overview Page
The Officer Matrix Fleet Overview page has been specifically designed to help you manage the Officer Matrix for your fleet.

2.1 Overview
shot of the Officer Matrix Fleet Overview page; this
his is the new standard interface which is
The below image is a screen-shot
used across many of the modules on Q88.com and offers several key enhancements that allow better access to manage
and view the Officer Matrix for your fleet
fleet.

If you have your vessels split into multiple fleets then the ‘Fleet’
drop-down will be displayed in the upper
upper-left corner of the page.
Selecting a fleet from the drop-down
down will refresh the view for the
vessels in the selected fleet.

The “Actions” button contains several options which can be performed from this page. They are explained below:
Email Fleet Offline Form: Creates
eates an offline form of the Officer Matrix which can be
sent to all or part of your fleet to have the vessel updat
update the information onboard. See
Section “2.5 Email Offline Form”” for more information.
Submit to OCIMF: Exports the Officer Matrix data to the OCIMF web site. See Section
“2.6 Submitting Officer Matrix to OCIMF
OCIMF” for more information.
Fleet Compliance Report: Generates the oil major officer matrix compliance report for
the selected fleet
Refresh Data: Refresh the underlying data from the database.
Reset View: Resets the sorting and filtering for the selected View.
User’s Guide: Download the User’s Guide (this document) for the Officer Matrix
module.
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2.2 Column Sorting
column sorting. An arrow is displayed next to each column which has been sorted.
The Officer Matrix grid supports multi-column
To sort by a specific column, click on the column header. To sort by multiple columns hold down the Shift key and click
each column you wish to sort by.
The screen-shot
shot below shows the sorting by Vessel Name.

If you want to reset the sorting and filtering back to the original settings then click the ‘Reset View’ link under the ‘Actions’
‘Acti
button.

2.3 Filtering the Data
The Officer Matrix grid supports column filtering. This is similar to the filtering available in Microsoft Excel®
Excel or
SharePoint® (if you are familiar with those software applications).
To filter the data, click the triangle in the header of the column you wish to filter on. A popup menu is displayed letting you
select the items you wish to filter on. Click the ‘Apply Filter’ link to apply the filter on the selected items.
items

When a filter has been applied the filter arrow displays above the table and the column header highlights in yellow (shown
below) and.

If you want to clear the filters then click the column name displayed in the grey arrow above or click the ‘CLEAR ALL
FILTERS’ arrow to clear all the set filters.
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If you want to reset the sorting and filtering back to the original settings then click the ‘Reset View’ link under the ‘Actions’
‘Acti
button.

2.4 Paging
By default, the Officer Matrix grid will display 15 records per page. You can change that option in the lower-right corner of
the page to 25 or 50 records per page.
The paging buttons, shown at the bottom of the page, allow you to browse through the pages.

2.5 Email Offline Form
The Officer Matrix can be sent to the vessel for completion onboard. This is very useful if you
have vessels that do not have broadband Internet access but you would like the vessel to
manage the updates to the Officer Matrix
Matrix.
In order for the vessel to complete the offline Officer Matrix, the vessel will need to use
Microsoft Excel® 2003 or later.
The offline form contains the instructions which the vessel needs to follow to complete the
Officer Matrix. The screenshot below shows part of the offline Officer Matrix form.
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3. Officer Matrix Detail Page
3.1 Overview
The Officer Matrix Detail page can be accessed by clicking the
any record in the Officer Matrix Fleet Overview page.

icon in the right column or double clicking on a row for

shot below shows what is displayed in the Officer Matrix detail page for the selected vessel.
vessel
The screen-shot

The header section (shown below) displays the currently selected vessel,, the current OCIMF status and whether or not
the Officer Matrix for the vessel is published so other online users can download the latest copy
copy.
There are two tabs displayed below the vessel name. The ‘Officers Onboard’ tab shows the list of officer that are
currently onboard the vessel. If submitting the Officer Matrix data to OCIMF then the information on this tab will be sent to
OCIMF. The ‘Planned Officers’ tab is used for planning purposes and is ex
explained
plained in detail in Section 3.9.
3.
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Click the button labeled “New Officer” to add a new Officer to the selected vessel. See Section “3.
3.3 Adding an Officer” for
more information.
Click the ‘Columns’ button to select the columns you wish to view on this tab.
Officer Matrix Header Field List
Label
Description
OCIMF Status:
Displays the status of the data as it relates to the submission to the OCIMF system. The
possible options are:
•
•
•
Compliant:

These statuses are defined in Section 10. “Officer Matrix Compliance Definitions”
Definitions
Displays the vessels’ compliance to the Officer Matrix requirements for the oil companies
which have been selected
ected for compliance checking. The possible options are:
•
•
•

Comments (OCIMF)

Comments (Internal)

Update Required
Missing Data
Submitted

Yes
No
Partial

See Section ““4. Officer Matrix Compliance” for more information.
This section is used to enter comments regarding the selected vessel’s Officer Matrix. The
information is also exported to the OCIMF web site when a submission is made to their
system.
This section is used to enter internal comments. These are not displayed on the exported
PDF file nor are they submitted to OCIMF.

The “Actions” button contains several option, tthey are explained below:
Email Vessel Offline Form: Creates an offline form of the Officer Matrix which can
be sent to the vessel to have them update the information onboard. See Section
“2.5 Email Offline Form”” for more information.
View Officer Matrix: View the Officer Matrix (PDF File) for the selected vessel.
Email Officer Matrix: Email a copy of the Officer Matrix in PDF format.
Submit to OCIMF: Exports the Officer Matrix data to the OCIMF web site. See
Section “2.6 Submitting Officer Matrix to OCIMF
OCIMF” for more information.
Vessel Compliance Report: Generates the oil major officer matrix compliance
report for the selected vessel.
Refresh Data: Refresh the underlying data from the database.
User’s Guide:
Download the User’s Guide (this document) for the Officer Matrix module.
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3.2 Editing the Officer Matrix
To edit an Officer click the

image for the Officer you wish to edit, shown below:

3.3 Adding an Officer
To add an Officer to the vessel, click the ‘New Officer’ button shown below:

A popup is displayed where you can specify the Officer to add to the vessel.

There are two options for adding an Officer to the Officer Matrix for the selected vessel.
1.

Adding Officer by name:

Type in the first few letters of the Officer
Officers’ name to lookup their record in the system and select the Officer from the
dropdown list.
If the Officer is not found then click the ‘[Add New]’ link to add the new Officer to the system. Click the ‘Go’ button to
proceed with adding the Officer for the selected vessel.
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You are now directed to the ‘Edit Profile’ page whe
where the details for the selected Officer are pre-populated
pre
in the form
based on the data that was entered the last time the Officer was onboard a vessel in your fleet.
entry process; enter the Officers ‘Signed
‘Signed-On’ date shown below:
To complete the data-entry

When the signed-on
on date has been entered the system will automatically calculate the Officer experience based on the
values that were entered the last time the Officer was onboard one of the vessels in your fleet. If you need to adjust the
answers then you
u can do that at this point in the process.
Click the ‘Save’ button to complete the process.
2.

Adding Officer by Anonymous Entry:

If you prefer to add the Officer ‘anonymously
anonymously’ (i.e. without specifying their name and document #)
# then click the
‘Anonymous Entry’ button.
You are now directed to the ‘Edit Profile’ page; enter the values for the fields shown below to complete the data-entry
process.
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Click the ‘Save’ button to complete the process.
If you have added an officer anonymously and you later wish to enter their personal details then click the ‘Specify Officer
Name’ link show above.

3.4 Removing an Officer
To remove an Officer from the vessel click the

image, shown below:

If it’s a ‘named’ Officer then you will be prompted to enter the date the Officer signed-off.

Note: It’s important that you enter the correct date because the Officer’s experience will be re-calculated
calculated to include the
time the Officer spent onboard which will then be used to enter the correct experience data when the Officer is onboard
the next vessel.
If the Officer has been entered into the system ‘anonymously’ then you will be prompted to remove the Officer. Click the
‘Okay’ button to proceed.
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Note: The Officer’s data will not be saved in the database for retrieval later since the reference details (name,
document #) are not available.

3.5 Validating the Officer Matrix
In order to ensure the Officer Matrix is completed properly the system will automatically alert you to any issues.
If any of the OCIMF required fields are missing then an
image will be displayed which you can click on to view the
details.

ill also check if you have assigned an officer
The validation will
to multiple vessels at the same time. An
image will be
displayed in this scenario.

To fix the validation errors edit the Officer and update the missing information.

3.6 Entering Comments for the Officer Matrix
The system supports entering comments with regards to the selected vessels’ Officer Matrix.. Click the
below, to enter the comments.

image, shown

Note: The ‘Comments (OCIMF)’ section will be included in the submission to OCIMF when the vessels’ Officer Matrix is
exported to the OCIMF system.
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3.7 Publishing the Officer Matrix
You have the option to publish the Officer Matrix for your
vessels. This is done by clicking the ‘No’ link in the
top-right
right corner when viewing the Officer Matrix for one of
your vessels.
Publishing the Officer Matrix will make it available for other users of th
the
e Q88.com web site to download the Officer Matrix. The
published document will not contain any personal information about the officers, just the same format which you can download
via PDF from the Officer Matrix module.

3.8 Printing/Emailing the Officer Matrix
The Officer Matrix can be extracted from the system a few different ways.
From the ‘Actions’ menu you can select:
View Officer Matrix: To download a PDF copy of the document
Email Officer Matrix: To email the PDF document directly from the web site
When either of these two options is selected then you will be prompted to enter the date of the intended voyage.

The intended date will default to today’s date and the Officers years’ experience and months onboard will be calculated as of
today. Iff you wish to have the Officer Matrix PDF report calculate the officers’ experience basis a future date, then you can
enter another date here before
e the PDF document is generated and their Off
Officers
icers years’ experience and months onboard will
be calculated based on the future date entered.
Note: Charterers may request a copy of the vessel Officer Matrix basis the intended start date of the voyage.
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When the PDF document is created, you can see their experience and months tour basis the intended date entered.

3.9 Planning Officer Matrix
The ‘Planned Officers’ tab gives you the ability to create a planning scenario for your vessel.

This is useful when you need to generate the Officer Matrix document for a future date and the officers onboard at that time do
not match the ones that are onboard today. As previously mentioned, charterers normally request a copy of the Officer Matrix
basis
sis the date of the intended voyage which may be weeks or even months from today.. Using this planning tab allows you to
create this planning matrix without affecting the current matrix as it stands today.
The other benefit of the ‘Planned Officers’ feature is so that you can test different possible combinations of officers to see how
they would comply with the oil company requirements.
When you click the Planning tab the first time you will see the page display as below:

If you wish to import the Officer’s that are currently onboard then you can click this link. This will copy the current Officers into
the planning matrix.
Note: Any changes you make to an Officer in the planning matrix will have no effect on the information stored for the Officer
Off
on
the ‘Officers Onboard’ tab. Another way to think of this is that the ‘Planned Officer’ tab is a temporary workspace for you to try
out different options for what officers you want to have onboard in the future.
If you want to clear out the planning
ng matrix you have this option from the Actions menu, click the ‘Clear Planning Matrix’ link.
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4. Officer Matrix Compliance
The Officer Matrix module on Q88.com includes a feature called ‘Matrix Compliance’. The purpose of this feature is to analyze
the experience of the Officers onboard the vessel to see if they meet the vetting requirements declared by the various oil
companies.

4.1 Viewing the Officer Matrix Compliance
To view the matrix compliance for your vessel; click the link next to the ‘Compliant’ label shown below:

A popup window is displayed which lists the matrix compliance status for the oil companies you have selected to include in the
analysis. The status lights for the vessels Officer Matrix compliance are defined below:
: Compliant with the specified oil company requirements.
: Not compliant with
th the specified oil company requirements.
: Partially compliant with the selected oil company’s requirements.
To view the details for a specific oil company click on the oil company name in the popup. The popup
up displays the compliance
details for the selected oil company.
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Officer Matrix Compliance Field List
Label
Description
Officer Matrix Requirement: Displays the vetting requirements for the selected oil company.
Req. Value:

This column displays the requirement for the selected oil company.

Matrix Value:

This column displays the value for the selected Vessels’ Officer Matrix

The status lights for the vessels’ compliance to the oil company requirements are defined below:
ecified oil company requirement
requirement.
: Compliant with the specified
: Not compliant with the specified
ecified oil company requirement
requirement.
: Partially compliant with the specified oil company requirement.
: No requirement has been
en specified by the oil company.

4.2 Matrix Compliance Settings
You can choose the oil companies which you wish to track for matrix compliance. Click the ‘Actions’ button below and select
‘Compliance Settings’ to change the options.

A popup is displayed where you can select the oil companies which you wish to h
have
ave the system analyze the vessels’ Officer
Matrix for. See Section “7. Notifications” for more information on how to be notified via email of any changes to the vessels’
Officer Matrix compliance.

Note: Some charterers listed above cannot be selected for the compliance check. This is because their Office Matrix
requirements cannot be validated against the OCIMF information. Their requirements are still available for viewing on the web
site, you just
st won’t be able the compliance automatically checked.
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To save the matrix compliance settings to other vessels in your fleet then click the ‘Save Settings to Another Vessel’ in the
upper-right corner of the page.

5. Officer Management
The ‘Officer Management’ page gives you access to all the officers that have been entered into the Officer Matrix for your
whole fleet. You can access this from the ‘Officer Matrix’ module by clicking the ‘Manage Officers’ button.
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5.1 Overview
The below image is a screen-shot of the Officer Management page where all the officers that have been onboard your vessels
is displayed. The module has the same column sorting, filtering and selection as the Officer Matrix page.

The ‘View’ dropdown has two options:
•
•

All Officers: This is the list of all the officers
Possible Duplicates: List of officers which may have been entered as duplicates in the system. This is explained
further in Section 5.4.

A search box is available above the grid which will search all the columns in the currently selected view for the keywords you
enter.

The “Actions” button contains several options which can be performed from this page. They are explained below:
Export: Exports the current list of records to Excel
Refresh Data: Refresh the underlying data from the database.
Reset View: Resets the sorting and filtering for the selected View.
User’s Guide: Download the User’s Guide (this document) for the Officer Matrix
module.

5.2 Adding Officers
From the ‘Officer Management’ page you also have the ability to add an officer to the system. Note: When adding officers you
have the option to enter their current experience which would be as of the date they last signed-off a vessel. The ‘As of Today’
column with then only accrue their ‘Years with Operator’ experience.
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5.3 Deleting Officers
Deleting an officer is not possible while the Officer is onboard a vessel. Iff they are currently ‘Ashore’ (i.e. not signed on a
vessel) then the delete button is visible on the ‘Manage Officers’ page.

Note: If you need to delete an Officer
fficer who is currently onboard a vessel then you will need to sign the Officer off the vessel
from the Officer Matrix detail page before you can then delete them from the ‘Manage Officers’ page.

5.4 Merging Duplicate Officers
Select the ‘Possible Duplicates’ view to see if there are any duplicate officers in the system.. The duplication normally occurs if
vessels are submitting their Officer Matrix information using the offline
ffline form. As Officers are performing tours on different
vessels, their personal
sonal information may not be entered the exact same way in the Offline form each time. For this reason, the
merge officers feature has been created.
The ‘Possible Duplicates’ view will list all the officers that have the same “Last name” or same ‘Identification
‘Identif
#’. Once you
select the ‘Possible Duplicates’ view a checkbox list is displayed to the left of the first column. You then tick the checkbox next
to each of the duplicate officers. Note: You can merge up to 5 duplicate officers at the same time.

Once the duplicate officers have been selected, you then click the ‘Continue’ button shown above and the below popup
window is displayed where you select the Officer which you wish to keep once they are all merge
merged into one record.
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6. Questionnaire Integration
6.1 Populating Questionnaires Which Contain Officer Matrix Information
Many questionnaires ask for details regarding the Officers onboard
board the vessel. When creating questionnaires containing these
questions, the system will automatically populate the answer with the data contained in the Officer Matrix.
Matrix The questions will
be highlighted with an
image
mage to the left of the answer field.

Clicking the
image will open the Officer Matrix in a popup so you can review the Officer Matrix while completing the
questionnaire.
Note: The above functionality is automatically enabled once the Officer Matrix has been added to the system for the selected
vessel. You will no longer be able to change the answers when you are creating a questionnaire, the answers must then be
updated in the Officer Matrix module.
The textboxes on the Create Questionnaire page are shown with a grey background indicating that the answers are read-only
read
and any changes
ges will not be saved. If you do make a change then the questionnaire you are creating will contain the updated
answers.

6.2 Questionnaires which reference
eference the Officer Matrix
If the questionnaire asks a question which refer
refers to the Officer Matrix then a link will be displayed next to the question which
you can click on and the Officer Matrix will open in a popup so you can review the Officer Matrix while completing the
questionnaire.
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7. Notifications
7.1 Overview
There are two types of email notifications that are generated by the system when records are changed in the Officer Matrix
module.

7.2 Notification Types
Notification
Description
Offline Officer Matrix An email is sent out each time a vessel submits an offline version of the
Imported
Officer Matrix and it is uploaded successfully to the Officer Matrix module
on Q88.com.
Compliance
The
he system will send an email to let you know if there has been a change
to the vessels Officer Matrix compliance for the companies that you have
set to track the compliance for.

When Sent
Immediate

Daily at 12:01 GMT

7.3 Subscribing to Notifications
You can subscribe to the Officer Matrix email notifications from the “Account / Edit Profile” menu. Click the ‘Notifications’ icon
at the top of the page.
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8. Integration with Crewing Applications
If you are using a crew management system to complete the OCIMF Officer Matrix then it is possible to integrate the
application with the Officer Matrix module on Q88.com. We support a few different options for integrating your crew
management system with Q88.com.
Email integration:

This integration gives you the ability to email a copy of the Officer Matrix (in xml format) from
your crew management system and have it automatically imported into Q88.com. You will
receive a return email alerting you to the status of the import.

Web services integration:

We support xml web services which gives you the ability to integrate your crew management
system directly with the Officer Matrix module on Q88.com.

If you would like information regarding the integration options we offer, then please contact support@Q88.com.
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9. Frequently
requently Asked Questions (FAQ)
Question: The Questionnaire 88 is showing the wrong nationality of the Master and Officers. I tried to change it but the
changes do not get saved. How
ow can I fix this?
Answer:

If you see the Officer Matrix
icon to the left of the answer then this means that the answer is automatically
populated from the Officer Matrix module. In order to update the answer you need to change the details in the
Officer Matrix module which will then automatically update the Questionnaire 88.

Question: How do I stop another company from getting the Officer Matrix email notifications?
Answer:

If you have granted another company access to your vessel and they have the rights to access the Officer
Matrix module for your vessel then they are entitled to subscribe to the notifications.
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10. Officer Matrix Compliance Definitions
Update Required: Submission to OCIMF is required because the data in the Officer Matrix has changed.
Missing Data:

One or more of the Officers are missing required information so submission to OCIMF cannot be
completed.

Submitted

Officer Matrix data has been submitted and processed.

11. Terms & Definitions
Filtering

To select data. Filters use patterns (masks) against which all data are compared and only matching data
are "passed through," hence the concept of a filter.

Sorting:

Sorting is any process of arranging items in some sequence and/or in different sets, and accordingly, it has
two common, yet distinct meanings: # ordering: arranging items of the same kind, class, nature.

Officer Matrix
grid:

The main Officer Matrix page which lists all the Officer Matrix inspections for your fleet.
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